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Five Hidden Factors in Selecting a Die Caster
We know from discussions with our customers that the three main factors
in choosing a die caster are cost, quality and delivery. However, understanding how your supplier will perform on each of these elements usually
requires digging deeper.
Here are five hidden factors
that OEMs often use when
choosing a die caster.
Experience – Having a track
record in producing similar parts
provides OEMs with confidence
that you know what it takes to
produce a casting. This shortens
the learning curve and helps
ensure quality and deliver are on
the mark. We have delivered
effective customer solutions for
more than six decades.
Problem Solving – A corollary of
solid experience is the die castPhoto courtesy of ELBA Tool Company and
the North American Die Casting Association
er’s ability to communicate with
customers to understand their needs and anticipate problems. Effective
analysis and recommendations may result in improvements on the original
casting specifications, which could reduce costs or save production time.
Customer Stability – Long-term customer relationships are a good indication that the die caster is meeting expectations. OEMs also look at the
breadth of the customer base. A large customer list usually means the die
caster has experience in a variety of applications and components. Rangers
works with customers in more than 25 industry segments.
Flexibility – The ability to tailor production to the OEM’s needs can allow
the buyer to use a die caster for a wider range of projects. Not having to
review and vet a new supplier every time a new component is needed saves
time and administrative complications. We deliver cost-effective solutions
in quantities from 100 to one million pieces a year.
Plant Appearance – Die casting is not like computer chip production, but the
appearance and maintenance of equipment, storage of supplies and waste
handling all provide indications of the overall operation of the company.
Keeping these factors in mind will help guide the choice of a die caster
that can be a long-term partner.

An Environmental Balancing Act
The last few months have caused tremors in energy markets around the
world. The supply, sources and environmental impact of the world’s energy supply are coming under renewed scrutiny. Concerns range from the
political upheaval in the Middle East that has affected oil prices to the earthquake damage shuttering Japan’s nuclear reactors.
Die casting is an industry segment that is particularly affected by energy costs and related environmental concerns. Our own experience has
taught Rangers Die Casting about these complicated issues, and some reasonable ways to balance energy needs and the environment. For years
Rangers has cooperated with Southern California Edison Co. and voluntarily agreed to curtail manufacturing during peak usage hours to lessen the
chance of brownouts or blackouts. We also have installed electric resistance
holding furnaces, which cut energy usage and reduce scrap rates.
While there are no simple solutions to the complicated issues of energy
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and the environment, a column in the March 10 Wall Street Journal casts
new light on some of the proposed solutions. “How Not to Run
Environmental Policy,” written by Neil O’Brien, director of Policy Exchange,
a UK think tank, illustrates some of the difficulties with policies such as
“cap-and-trade.” As O’Brien explains, Policy Exchange research shows that
despite the vast sums EU countries have devoted to reducing carbon emissions, Europe's carbon consumption is actually rising.
How can that be? The answer is simple: Europe’s carbon emissions are
being offshored. The EU has shed much of its carbon-heavy industry and
turned instead to China. Not only have jobs and investment gone east, but
so have the emissions. This has allowed Europeans to consume more,
because of China’s lower costs, and to claim that its industries are polluting
less at home. The catch, though, is that Chinese production is also more
carbon-intensive thanks to the country's heavy reliance on coal.
The end result has been that while the official measure of carbon produced in the EU has fallen since
1990, the EU’s total carbon
consumption rocketed by some
47% between 1990 and 2006
(the last year for which all the
relevant data are available).
Plus, shifting production to
China typically means lowertech and higher carbon-intensity production. Add in more
shipping to get products back
from China and the net effect of
carbon offshoring has been a
global increase in emissions.
Europe’s goal has been to demonstrate that it could decarbonize its
economy without huge costs on industry and taxpayers. But strip away the
posturing, and Europe’s environmental policy has achieved next to nothing in
the last 20 years. Rangers supports effective environmental policies, but our
national leaders need to carefully balance economic and environmental goals.

Rangers Showcases Capabilities at Design2Part
Exhibits in California
Rangers Die Casting will be visiting with customers and prospects in
both Design2Part Shows being held in California this year. The shows in
Northern and Southern California are the region’s largest event for buyers
of custom parts, components, service and design.
First, we will showcase our
precision aluminum die
casting expertise in Santa
Clara on May 18 and 19.
The show is being held in Santa Clara Convention Center from 9:30 to 4:30
each day. This state-of-the-art facility offers free parking, easy highway
access and a central location for Silicon Valley companies. Later in the year,
we’ll exhibit at the Design2Part Show at the Pasadena Center on October 12
and 13. We hope to see you at these great events.
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